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STEWARDS DECISION (CIK SYSTEM)

Event.

To. Licence No. Entrant.

Competitor No. Class.

Session.

Date. Decision Time. Decision No.

Following investigations, we find you are guilty of contravening the following regulation(s):
(Please note – You should refer to the Motorsport UK Yearbook as appropriate for the exact
wording of the rules detailed below. Note that neither the penalties nor the decision is appealable
to the National Court: C6.1.1

Infringement

Penalty.

Reason

Signed

……….…………………………………………………………………..

……….…………………………………………………………………..

……….…………………………………………………………………..

I, being the Entrant / Driver / Minor’s Entrant (delete as applicable) of kart number  acknowledge receipt of
the above decision.

Signed:…………………………………………………….. Date: Time:

TVKC Championship Round 6

BENTLEY Ethan 324118 Team Evolution

138 Senior Rotax

Senior Rotax - Practice 2 - Odd

30/09/2023 11:43 3

C1.1.8 - Misbehaviour or unfair practice

A hearing was held with the driver of kart 138 following a report from track that kart 138 was out in the wrong session, with the incorrect numbers on the kart. 

The driver of kart 138 stated that the kart was cutting out during a practice session one (evens) earlier on in the day, and that they covered the 8 on the kart, to create kart number 13.

This was in order to go out in the practice session two (odds) for 1 lap, to make sure the kart was running safely and running correctly before pulling in and then waiting to join the correct practice session
of practice session two (evens).

It was confimed by timing that kart 13 did only complete an outlap before retiring to the pits in the incorrect session.

The decision of the panel of the stewards is that the driver of kart 138 will not be allowed to participate in practice session 3 (evens)
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